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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used: 
 

● Stamps:  Hello Ladybug Stamp Set #147693 
● Inks:  Memento Tuxedo Black Ink Pad #132708 
● Cardstock:  Basic Black #121045, Fresh Freesia #155613, Basic 

White #159276, Gorgeous Grape 146987 
● Designer Paper:  Pearlescent Specialty Paper #154291 
● Accessories:  Pastel Pearls #154571, Black & White ¼” Gingham 

Ribbon #156485 



● Tools:  Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine #149653, Pretty 
Pillowbox Dies #156321, Paper Snips #103579, Seashells 3D 
Embossing Folder #154309, Simply Score Scoring Tool #122334 

● Miscellaneous:  Cropadile, Magnets, Multipurpose Liquid Glue 
#110755, Tear & Tape Adhesive #154031, Mini Glue Dots #103683, 
Ruller, Pencil 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Cut Basic Black Cardstock to 6” x 4 ½”.  Use the pillowbox die from the Pretty 
Pillowbox Die set to cut it out.   

2.  Place in Simply Score Scoring Tool on 
one of the score lines.  You are going to line 
the pillow box up on the center score line of 
the pillow box (line in the middle) and you 
will score on both sides of the score line a 
¼”.   
 

 

3.  On the two score lines that you made 
you are going to take your Paper Snips 
and cut up the two score lines to the 
curved scored line made by the Pillow 
Box Dies.   
 
Repeat on the other side.   
 

 

4.  Add two small pieces of Tear & Tape Adheisve on both sides of the 



cruved pillowbox sides on the top section.  
 
Gently fold up all the score lines if this helps 
you to see the lines better.   

5.  Cut a piece of the Pearliscent Specailty Paper to 2” x 4 ¼”.  Use the 
Seashells 3D Embossing Folder and emboss.  Place the embossed paper 
back in the pillow box die where the top score line of the die is just past 
the edge of this piece.  And Die cut.   

6.  Once you have that die cut out you are going 
to trim off any place that there is a curved line 
for the sides.  This will be the second part of the 
two toned flap.   
 
Attach to the top of the flap with Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue with just a small portion of the 
Basic Black base showing.   
 

 

7. On the front flap take a ruler and 
mark with a pencil about an 1” in on 
both sides of the flap.  Make sure to 
mark below the scoredline just a little.   
Take the Cropadile or heavy hole punch 
and punch two holes at the marks you 
made.   

8. Fold up the two score lines that you made  
Remove the Tear & Tape backing and fold up the pillowbox.  The top 



two flaps are on the inside of the box. 

9.  Cut 8” of the Black & White ¼” Gingham Ribbon.  Tie a knot on one 
end and thread through one of the holes from the inside.  You may have 
to do a double knot depending on the size of your holes.   

10.  Thread through the other hole from the outside to the inside of the 
pillow box and tie the knots.  Same thing about you may have to do 
double knots depending on the size of your holes.   

11.  Attach one magnet to the inside of the flap with a Mini Glue Dot.   
Attach the other magnet to magnet on the inside.  Add a mini Glue dot 
to the other side and close to secure the magnet to the outside flap of 
the box so that it’s hidden.   

12.  Using a scrap of Basic White Cardstock.  Stamp the sentiment from 
the Hello Ladybug Stamp Set in Tuxedo Black Ink.  Use the tag die from 
the Pretty Pillowbox Dies and cut it out.  Thread about 8” of the Black & 
White Gingham Ribbon through the opening and tie a bow.  Adjust the 
bow and cut off excess ribbon.   

13.  With scraps of Fresh Freesia and Gorgeous Grape Cardstock die cut 
two small flowers and one of the larger flowers using the flower dies in 
the Pretty Pillowbox Dies.  Attach one large die cut flower and one small 
die cut flower to the tag with Mini Glue Dots.  Add a Pastel Pearl to each 
of the centers.   

14.  Attach the tag to the top of the pillowbox with Mini Glue Dots.  Make 
sure to place it close to the purse handle.   

15.  Attach the last small flower to the front of the Pretty Pillow box 
purse with a Mini Glue Dot.  Add a Pastel Pearl to the center of the 
flower.  Finish off your project by adding your treat.  This will hold three 
hersey nuggets, or a Chapstick.   

 
 


